Dear Communication
As December wraps us in its festive embrace, we reflect on the incredible milestones, heartening stories, and the collective spirit that has made 2023 a year to remember. From joyous celebrations to impactful initiatives, each year unfolds a narrative of empowerment, resilience, and the unwavering commitment to "Making India Better for Women and Children."

Oasis India Bangalore we collaborated with other NGOs and Educational Institutions celebrated 10 days Human Rights week on different thematic areas.

In a collaborative effort at Oasis India Bangalore, we joined forces with various
non-governmental organizations and educational institutions to commemorate a 10-day Human Rights week, focusing on diverse thematic areas. This initiative aimed to raise awareness and foster dialogue on crucial human rights issues, engaging in discussions, and events that shed light on topics such as social justice, equality, and individual freedoms and promoting human rights for a more inclusive and just society.

Oasis India, HGH staff is covered in one of the leading local newspaper & media in Bangalore. You can watch the video here.
Our ASP students performing during the valedictory event

On Human Rights Day, Oasis India Mumbai also had an impactful session addressing the critical issue of Domestic Violence was organized at Chaudhary Compound, Mumbai. Mrs. Shalini Jadhav from Sakya provided insightful guidance, delving into the intricacies of domestic violence and strategies to combat it.
Seminar on Violence against Women
On December 7th, in collaboration with Kshamata, Oasis India conducted a seminar on Violence Against Women. The program included a video showcasing different forms of violence against women and educated women about their rights.
A total of 35 women from Red Light Area participated in the program, learning about their rights and how to combat against domestic violence. All participants received certificates from Kshamata.
In collaboration with the AIDS Healthcare Foundation and the Rotaract Club of Mumbai Downtown, Oasis India took a significant stride on World AIDS Day. Addressing the pressing issues of STIGMA and SAKHI, a session on HIV and AIDS was conducted, reaching 70 women/mothers in our project. The Clinical and Community Pharmacy cell, along with the Rotaract Club, organized mass testing and presented impactful Nukkad Natak in the 11th, 12th, and 13th lanes.

This street play (Nukkad Natak) reached over 3000 community members, emphasizing the importance of regular HIV/AIDS testing. Beyond awareness, tangible support was provided through the distribution of snack kits, condoms,
and ration kits, ensuring a holistic approach to health and well-being. We are honored to receive an Appreciation Certificate for our efforts, a testament to our commitment to community welfare.

HGH staff and tailoring students participated in the Bengaluru Walk-A-Thon 2023, we were part of a whopping 13,000+ participants, including students, volunteers, and corporate teams, who turned this Walkathon into a massive celebration.
The main purpose of this Walk-A-Thon is to highlight the importance of supporting persons with disabilities by embracing inclusion. This is the 17th Walkathon and the theme is for a noble cause - Uniting for "Health for All"
On the occasion of the International Day of Persons with Disabilities, Oasis India takes pride in sharing a heartwarming story of dedication and compassion. Mr. Sendil, a dedicated member of the Oasis India family in Bangalore, has been a beacon of support for visually impaired students during their exams for the past few years.

Mr. Sendil's commitment shines through as he spends hours acting as a scribe for visually impaired students, ensuring they face their exams with confidence. Not only does he read out the questions, but he goes the extra mile by explaining the question types—whether it's a 2-mark, 5-mark, or 10-mark
question.

The process is a beautiful collaboration: the students dictate their answers, and Mr. Sendil transforms their verbal responses into written words on paper. This incredible effort ensures that these resilient students not only participate but excel in their academic journey.

This story exemplifies Oasis India’s commitment to making India better for women and children, fostering an inclusive society that empowers every individual, regardless of their abilities. We salute Mr. Sendil for his unwavering support and the visually impaired students for their determination.

On this International Day of Persons with Disabilities, let’s celebrate stories like these—stories of empathy, understanding, and the power of collaboration. Together, we can create a world where everyone has the opportunity to shine. Thank you for being the change.
Celebrating Dreams on the Field!

December marked a month of excitement and passion as Oasis Academy proudly inaugurated the Soccer Camp cum Launching Football For Life (FFL) at our campus in Guwahati, Assam. During the Soccer Camp from December 4th to 7th we were honored to have Mr. Marcelo, a renowned Brazilian soccer trainer, on board. The four days were unforgettable experiences.

Launching Football For Life (FFL):

Our commitment to nurturing young talents, especially those from marginalized backgrounds, takes a giant leap forward with the launch of Football For Life (FFL). FFL aims to be the stepping stone for aspiring footballers, transforming dreams into reality. This initiative reflects Oasis Academy's dedication to providing opportunities for every child, regardless of their background.
Empowering Futures: Through initiatives like the Soccer Camp and FFL, we are empowering young minds to strive for greatness and break barriers. It is our firm belief that the power of sports can create a brighter future for all.

Oasis Academy, nestled in a serene residential area at Garo Basti, Mairapur, under Kamrup District, Assam, has experienced a blessed first academic year. The school-community relationship fosters a sense of belonging among students, teachers, and parents.
Impact on Marginalized Communities:
Situated on the outskirts of town, many of our students’ parents are illiterate daily wage earners. Oasis Academy has played a pivotal role in transforming lives in the villages, providing increased learning opportunities and creating an inclusive learning environment. Through education, we empower marginalized communities to take the lead in their own lives.

Holistic Development:
Apart from academic flourishing, Oasis Academy impacts the lives of our children by introducing various activities such as the Launching of FFL, Installation of Solar Lighting, Literary Day, etc. We believe in transforming a child to develop all sides of the human personality, revealing their unique abilities. Education at Oasis Academy helps children understand how to choose the right path in this world.
Year End Celebration: Celebrating a Year of Joy, Hope, and Togetherness
As we bid farewell to 2023, we’re filled with gratitude and warmth for the incredible year that has passed. Across all our projects, we came together to celebrate the spirit of community, resilience, and the limitless potential of every child and woman we serve.

From joyous laughter echoing in our community spaces to the shared moments of growth and empowerment, our Year-End Celebrations were nothing short of magical!

Here’s to the countless stories of triumph, the bonds forged, and the dreams kindled for a brighter future.

Thank you to everyone who has been part of our journey! Let's carry this spirit into the New Year, continuing to make a meaningful impact in the lives of those we serve.
Chennai, the capital of Tamil Nadu, has recently faced the devastating impact of Cyclone Michaung, resulting in widespread flooding, displacement, and distress among the local population. The cyclone has left many families stranded, homes submerged, and communities in need of urgent assistance. The less privileged communities are particularly vulnerable and are struggling to survive. Families are trapped inside their homes, unable to access essentials such as food, clean water, and hygiene products. The aftermath of the cyclone has left many without personal belongings, and the unhygienic conditions pose a potential risk of epidemic outbreaks.
Oasis India’s Response:

Oasis India is committed to providing immediate relief to the most affected areas. Our focus is on the less privileged communities living on riverbeds, railways tracks, and low-lying areas. We aim to support 5000 families with essential items, dry rations, hygiene kits, and more, ensuring they can weather this crisis with dignity.

How You Can Help!

Urgent needs for affected ones:

1. One-month dry ration kit per family: ₹ 2500.00
2. Personal dignity and hygiene Kit per family: ₹1320.00
3. Essential Kit per family: ₹2400.00
4. Student’s stationery Kit per student: ₹500.00

Our immediate goal is to provide the following to 5000 families:

1. Dry ration for 3 meals a day for 1 month
2. Sanitary napkins and personal hygiene kits for adolescent girls and women
3. Soaps and detergent for cleanliness
4. Essential items like clothes, bedsheets, pillow with case, mug, and bucket
5. Cooking essentials

Expected Outcomes:
Together, we aim to achieve the following outcomes:

- Provide sustenance and hope to 5000 families in flood affected areas
- Ensure personal hygiene for adolescent girls and women
- Promote cleanliness and hygiene practices within communities
- Distribute essential items for daily living to those in need
HELP
Chennai
RISE ABOVE THE FLOODS
STAND TOGETHER, SUPPORT THE AFFECTED COMMUNITIES

Chennai Need Your Help!
Chennai Drowned in Cyclone’s Fury, Let’s Lift Them Up! Join our Flood Relief Campaign. Every Rupee Counts, Every Heart Matters.

What do we need?
- Cooked food
- Dry ration
- Medicine
- Mat, bed sheets, clothes
- Drinking water
- Toiletries
- Milk
- Preventive prophylactic treatment

You can transfer your donation by clicking the link or by scanning the QR code:

Donate Now

*80G Tax Exemption Receipt provided on request

www.oasisindia.org +91-8011452726 info@oasisindia.org
Break the chains. Connect with Hope

Call our helpline number
+91-636 446 2188

or write to us
preventionhelpline@oasisindia.org

DEAR SUPPORTERS
YOUR SUPPORT HAS PAINTED SMILES ON THE
FACES OF COUNTLESS CHILDREN & WOMEN AND
HAS SOWN THE SEEDS OF A BRIGHTER
TOMORROW...
WE WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT YOUR
GENEROSITY IS NOT JUST APPRECIATED:

it's changing lives every day...
To every donor and staff member, your dedication is the cornerstone of our success. It's because of your support that we're able to touch lives, inspire change, and shape destinies. Every donation, every effort, and every moment you've shared with us is deeply appreciated.

Thank you for being a part of the Oasis India family.

Stay tuned for more updates, and feel free to visit our website and social media channels if you'd like to see more updates.

Once again THANK YOU for joining us in making a profound difference in the lives of many individuals and communities across India as we collectively strive to make India a better place for women and children.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

Our Mailing Address is:

Head Office
Amazing Grace, Flat No 201, 2nd Floor, 3rd “D” Main Ramaiah Layout, Opp. To BBMP Kuvempu Park, St. Thomas Town, Kacharrakanahalli, Bangalore – 560084

Regional Office (South)
No 1/1A’B’ Kalayanpuram, Main road, Vysarpadi, Chennai – 600039

Regional Office (West)
Bungalow No. 3 & 4, Vijay Park, Behind Amber Plaza Banquet Hall, Mira Road East, Mumbai – 401107

Regional Office (Northeast)
House no. 74, Bijang Khopi, Near Bijang Play Ground, P.O. Churachandpur, Manipur – 795128
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